
UNOFFICIAL

From: Bell, Scott 
Sent: Wednesday, 28 October 2020 11:33 AM
To: 'council@northenbeaches.nsw.gov.au' 
Subject: DA2020/0962 [SEC=UNOFFICIAL]

UNOFFICIAL
Hi 

I am writing this email to support the alterations & additions to Hugo’s.

Having seen the result first hand from the previous works which gave Hugo’s the ability to clean up the external 
area & include outside dining which in turn got rid of non-local undesirables from the western side of Manly 
Wharf it is with my full support that the current submission before council be approved.

I am one of few people left who have been born & remained in Manly (with the exception of an eleven year 
absence working in Canberra & other states in my role with Australian Federal Police), I have seen Manly wharf 
through from the fun pier, trial of a shopping centre & finally realising its potential as one of Sydney’s most 
iconic eating hubs.

The ongoing development with fine dining establishments such as Hugo’s can only be seen as a progressive step 
in the right direction.

I thank you in advance for making the right decision in approving this DA.

Regards
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